migrants to use their time at sea wisely for self-improvement and education, to prepare for life in a new world by learning practical skills and finding out about the geographical features, weather and environment, and the political and economic situations of their destinations. As Bell highlights, many nineteenth-century working-class emigrants spent the 'period of enforced leisure' during the several months' long voyages reading advice literature and emigration guides, a genre that flourished in the age of European mass migrations. 7 Convicts, too, transported from Britain to the Australian colonies in the first half of the nineteenth century, were instructed in reading religious and morally improving texts with the aim of moral reform. Rosalind Crone has noted that penal authorities handed out bibles on convict transports, recognising that the voyage provided the necessary time, and the confinement of the ship a favourable space for such attempts. 8 While passengers might bring their own books and reading materials, and government authorities or benevolent societies provided specific reading matter for the instruction of migrants or convicts, many ships carried libraries for the use of those on board, including the crew. Sailing vessels in the early nineteenth century had libraries both for crew and passengers, but as Christine Haug points out, these were often small collections of books left behind by travellers or officers' libraries made available to passengers. 9 In North America, private philanthropists and religious organizations began to supply crews with book collection, beginning in the 1820s with William Wood's plans to place libraries aboard naval vessels sailing from New York. Sailors paid subscriptions, which supported the purchase of books.
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Increas ingly, naval authorities and privately funded library associations also placed book collections on board American navy and merchant navy vessels, originally focused on providing religious texts as comforts, but soon including a vast range of fiction to common seamen. The scheme of putting together small 'library' boxes for placement on navy and commercial ships for the use of crews, stocked through monetary or book donations, persisted Sail (Hamden: Archon Books, 1974), pp. 77-88. well into the twentieth century.
11 In Britain, the Royal Navy started to supply vessels with libraries from the 1830s, also focusing on useful and religious works, history and some 'solid' fiction.
12 During both world wars, troopships carried libraries, often stocked through donations from the public and drawing on existing ships' libraries when passenger liners were refitted as troop transports. 13 Travelling passengers, not just crew and those working on board ship, could also rely on book collections on board for easing boredom or offering entertainment and information during sea voyages. With the advent of steam in the mid-nineteenth century, and the corresponding facilitation of mass travel by sea towards the end of that century, shipping companies began to more purposefully contemplate the provision of reading matter for the use of passengers as part of their facilities, rather than considering books on board an afterthought. Innovations in the interior design of ships around the turn of the twentieth century allowed shipping companies to furnish steamers with lavish and comfortable reading and writing rooms, their walls lined with bookshelves, and to market these spaces as quiet places of retreat. Shipping lines usually worked with local booksellers to select a small library that would guarantee the widest possible appeal.
14 By the 1920s, ships' libraries had become an expected standard service for passengers on transAtlantic crossings. Promotional brochures stressed libraries as one of the attractions on board and as a distinguishing feature from other steam ship companies. Marketing and advertisement materials showed photographs of the 'spacious, stylishly furnished' reading rooms and highlighted the quality of onboard book collections, often including works in several foreign languages. 15 This practice has endured into the present day. Cruise ships in the second half of the twentieth century continued to provide onboard libraries to passengers, and modern cruise liners today still advertise the comfort of reading rooms as well as the range of reading material, including magazines, to prospective travellers.
16
The Libraries of Returning the focus to the golden age of steam travel, the closing years of the nineteenth and the first few decades of the twentieth century, what did such passenger libraries typically offer travellers and how did they operate? There are two articles-one by Cecil Winter published in The Bookman in 1911, and one by Harold M. Otness published in the Journal of Library History in 1974-that explore passenger ships' libraries in the first half of the twentieth century in more detail. They provide a broad survey of libraries on board trans-Atlantic steamers, drawing on promotional and advertising materials issued by various steamship companies, and in the case of Winter on anecdotal evidence through personal observation. Both articles provide useful information on the size of onboard libraries, which ranged from somewhere between 300 and 900 volumes on steamers before the turn of the twentieth century, to an impressive 4,600 volumes across its first-, second-and third-class libraries on board Cunard's RMS Queen Mary launched in 1936.
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Libraries on trans-Atlantic steamers offered the use of books within the reading room and often passengers could also take out books for the duration of the voyage. Winter and Otness note that libraries offered travel litera ture, biography, reference works and 'current literature', and stress that fiction dominated the reading tastes and book collections, especially 'light fiction'. Winter offers a flavour of the kind of fiction found in ships' libraries, mentioning Marion Crawford, as 'always a favourite with travel lers' and noting that 'those familiar yellow-covered novels by Archibald Clavering Gunter', the bestselling author of genre fiction, were by far the most often seen books on board steamers. 18 Winter also states that on board the 'English lines of steamers the system of the travelling library is gradually displacing the individual ship's library '. 19 This system meant that steamers only had a small collection of reference works on board, supplemented by regularly changing book collections specially offered to shipping companies by publishers and booksellers. According to Winter, for instance, Cunard's Mauretania, launched in 1906, only had about 150 volumes of reference works on board. It also carried a Times library with an additional 500 volumes 'changed at the end of each voyage' and with 'a wide selection of the best recent work of biography, travel and other serious books in the various departments of human interest'. On the Mauretania, passengers could also purchase books. 22 The catalogues offer an opportunity to consider the kinds of texts that circulated on board ships at the turn of the twentieth century and formed part of the experiences of travel. This article argues that ships' libraries on passenger steamships were part of and contributed to a broader culture of reading and print, in which popular, topical fiction was paramount, but which also included classics, poetry, reference works, and non-fiction texts. Ships' libraries extended the reach of print to the spaces between particular locales or national spheres, and while they represented a slice of globally available books, they displayed some particularly local tastes. Ships' libraries were mobile spaces of books and reading catering to readers on the move who nevertheless remained anchored to particular places through their consumption of print.
Passenger Libraries of the Union Steam Ship Company-Facts and Logistics
By the end of the nineteenth century, international and imperial networks of shipping connected New Zealand to Europe and North America, via Australia, South Asia, and through the Suez Canal, or across the Pacific via
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Australia's east coast to San Francisco or Vancouver. Equally important for trade, commerce, politics and arts were the regional links within the 'Tasman World', between the Australian and New Zealand colonies. 23 The USSCo held a monopoly over these regional shipping routes, running 'regular services around New Zealand, across the Tasman Sea to eastern Australia, and to islands in the western Pacific'.
24 By the late nineteenth century, the 'Southern Octopus', as the USCCo was known to contemporaries, also operated a number of trans-Pacific routes, thus servicing ports in New Zealand, Australia, Fiji, Samoa, Hawaii and the west coast of North America. The majority of passengers on these trans-Tasman and transPacific routes, as Frances Steel has noted, travelled 'in pursuit of short-term engagements, typically for familial, religious, business, political or touristic ends'. 25 Few were migrants, who had been the dominant travelling class of the middle of the nineteenth century, although some may still have travelled for migratory purposes.
Most of the surviving library catalogues now part of the USSCo archives provide inventories of the book collections on ships that ran 'inter-colonial' (trans-Tasman) services, while two of the catalogues list the holdings on board of steamers operating on the longer trans-Pacific routes. The catalogues have dates between 1878 and 1907, and all but one belong to USSCo ships. The other is of a library on board the S.S. Ventura, a vessel run by The Oceanic Steamship Company, a competitor to the USSCo on trans-Pacific runs, who offered a regular service connecting San Francisco with Sydney and Auckland via Honolulu. 26 The fact that this catalogue is part of the USSCo business records suggests that shipping companies kept a close watch on the activities of their competitors. the number of book titles and volumes within the collection, and, when this information was possible to establish, the maximum number of passengers the ship could carry. The libraries on board vessels of the USSCo operated as subscription libraries, with passengers allowed to borrow books for a fee. In this practice, the libraries were very similar to contemporary commercial lending libraries in local communities or subscription libraries serving geographically or professionally defined reading communities such as the readers on the Brancepath farm in rural New Zealand at the heart of Lydia Wevers' study or the members of the New South Wales Railway and Tramway Library Institute Library and of the Bush Book Club, also in New South Wales, explored by Martyn Lyons.
28 Passengers on the S.S. Te Anau, for instance, sailing between New Zealand and Melbourne via Hobart, could 'make use of the Library on payment of a Subscription of 1/-for the voyage or 6d if only one work is borrowed'. The catalogue further explained that 'the Library Fees are devoted to the purchase of new books and repairing damages'. 29 Considering the short duration of the journeys-in this instance a trip of three to five days-these lending fees were comparable to landbased subscription libraries of the period, which could be up to £1 per annum.
30 Travellers on board the S.S. Ventura operated by The Oceanic Steam Ship Company, on the other hand, could use the library free of charge, but were urged to treat the books with care. Printed prominently on the first page of the catalogue, the rules stated that 'Readers must not mark or turn down the leaves, or mutilate in any way borrowed books'. 31 Likely, the longer journey of the S.S. Ventura, taking about three weeks, as well as the higher fares for a trip from Australasia to California, included the use of onboard libraries free of charge.
The catalogues were reasonably short, the onboard book collections reason ably small. The libraries stocked between fifty-nine and 218 volumes, with the largest libraries on board the S.S. Ventura and the S.S. Marama. Both steamers served the trans-Pacific trade, connecting Sydney and Auckland with San Francisco and Vancouver respectively, journeys that typically took between twenty-two and twenty-six days. Pacific crossing, compared with the three-to five-day trans-Tasman connections served by the other ships, likely demanded a larger onboard selection of reading matter and a greater need for distraction. In addition, these vessels typically carried more passengers than the smaller ships on the transTasman run. When considered in relation to passenger numbers on each ship, the libraries appear sizeable. The ratio of books to passengers on board the S.S. Wakatipu, sailing between Wellington and Sydney until 1899, and then servicing the Sydney-Launceston route, was the greatest and somewhat unusual. The ship carried more books than pas sengers, counting 126 volumes for a possible readership of ninety-one travellers. The other transTasman steamer libraries still offered remarkable choice in proportion to the number of readers, with on average between two to three passengers per book.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the proportion of books to readers was more favourable for first-class passengers on the longer trans-Pacific runs. On board the S.S. Marama, the 'Saloon Library' contained 189 titles for a maximum of 289 first-class passengers; its 'Library No. 2', on the other hand, included ninety-seven titles for a possible 227 passengers. Overall, it is worth noting that ships' libraries represented a much higher books-toreaders ratio than contemporary public or circulating libraries in Australia, and about the same ratio relative to libraries in New Zealand. 32 Interesting also is the fact that the 1907 S.S. Marama 'Saloon Library' contained a special section for children with twenty-one titles, clearly identifying children as a distinct group of readers. At the turn of the twentieth century, libraries throughout the English-speaking world began to identify young readers as a major constituency, and special reading rooms and collections for children increasingly became standard parts of public libraries, first in metropolitan areas and soon also in rural areas from the 1910s onwards.
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Including a section of reading matter for children in ships' libraries suggests that families were travelling on these trans-Pacific liners, and that children were seen in need of occupation and distraction on sea journeys just as much as adults. The catalogues are basic inventories of the ships' book collections, listing the name of the author, the title of the book, and in some cases, its 'call number'. The catalogues would have been available to passengers on board, laid out on the tables in the salons, and reading and writing rooms. Often, they were pasted into the inside front and back covers of library books, which explains why most of the catalogues were typeset and printed on a maximum of two leaves in octavo size. Shipping companies usually had the books rebound, sometimes in leather, which was more durable, and with the cover displaying the crest of the firm, and the title and catalogue number imprinted on the spine. Among the papers of the USSCo is a letter dated September 1897 from A. W. Lambert, based in Sydney, that details the considera tions and prices of having books specially bound in leather or just cloth:
Dear Sir, STEAMERS' LIBRARIES.
[…] I have made enquiries of a large firm of booksellers here, and find that we can purchase the various Colonial Editions of the latest books at 3/6 per volume bound in cloth, and bound in paper for 2/6. The cost of binding in Half Russian Leather, stamping name of Company on back and flag on side would be 4/6 extra. If bound in cloth of uniform colour, the cost would be 1/10 to include stamping on back and side.
If a fair sized order was given, we could obtain a discount of from 10 to 20 %. I find the P. & O., the Orient, and other Companies keep their libraries filled from Sydney, and merely use the cloth editions as they are published, thus saving the extra expense of Russian Leather binding, and this system answers very well. If therefore you desire to follow the same course, perhaps it would be advisable to go to the expense of stamping the name of the Company and the flag on each volume.
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To help the company's manager in making a decision, Lambert also enclosed three 'specimen volumes', in cloth and paper, and a number of 'lists of books to select from'; unfortunately, the latter have not been preserved in the archive. As becomes clear from this correspondence, and as noted earlier, shipping companies closely observed the practices of their competitors, and this awareness extended to the arrangements for onboard libraries.
Those who were in charge of establishing and maintaining ships' libraries had the difficult task of creating a collection that would have the largest possible appeal to a relatively unknown group of users, in the present and future. The book collections had to satisfy the interests of a heterogeneous group of travellers during any one voyage that could last up to several
The Libraries of Trans-Pacific Steamships 14 weeks, and the interests of travellers on voyages at a later point. This was no easy task. As Winter pointedly noted, 'The plain fact is that what passengers want to read is a matter of guess work, and the passengers themselves prove to be rather poor guessers, or else they would bring literature enough to last them without appeal to the ship's library and book stall'. 35 Even if passengers knew what they wanted, there is no indication in the archives that readers had any input into the selection of titles given their transient nature as travellers and the fact they only used the libraries for the limited time of the voyage, not as repeat borrowers.
In their book choices, shipping company officials relied on advice and on selections already made by publishing firms and booksellers. The above quoted letter reveals that proprietors of shipping companies drew on the popular and cheaper 'colonial editions' as stock for their libraries. As Graeme Johanson has noted, these were special and discounted editions of British publications for the colonial markets, issued in series and consisting mainly of works of fiction.
36 Correspondence between the USSCo and the local Christchurch bookselling firm Whitcomb & Tomb sheds some further lights on purchasing practices. In October 1903, Whitcomb & Tomb forwarded an 'Inducement Book Catalogue', which had been 'principally prepared for the circulating libraries' and offered substantial discounts. Whitcomb & Tomb also offered to 'submit quotations for leather binding and stamping with the U.S.S.Co.'s seal'.
37 A subsequent memo within the archive shows that both companies agreed on leather bindings at 1/6 per book, seemingly a good deal for the USCCo., and also implying that the company bought some volumes from Whitcomb & Tomb, although no purchasing lists have survived.
38

The Book Collections
So what did these libraries stock? The book collections of these latenineteenth-century Pacific passenger liners predominantly consisted of works of fiction, but they also included classics and selections of poetry, usually editions of collected works of a particular author, and non-fiction works, mostly biographies and historical titles. Otness notes of transAtlantic liner libraries, that they represented a mix of popular works 'with a few standard works thrown in for good measure', and the USSCo libraries appear very similar, if perhaps a bit more varied. 39 All libraries had at least one or two volumes of hymns and other religious texts, and all offered a small number of reference works and games. Some ships carried an atlas or titles that introduced facts about their various destinations, but overall there were few travel-advice books. The catalogues of ships' libraries did not list any regularly received newspaper and magazine titles, which is in contrast to contemporary subscription and public libraries, but it is possible that at least some periodicals were available, but simply not listed. Figs 3 40 These so-called 'forgotten books' or 'ephemeral novels' Lamond continues to explain, were often only popular with readers upon release, but were soon replaced by new works in the bestseller lists and reading tastes of their day.
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Contemporaneity seemed crucial; many of the fiction titles were recent releases. Almost half of the works of fiction in the libraries of the S.S. Mararoa and S.S.Waikere were published less than three years before the printed date of the catalogue, and over two thirds had been published within the previous five years. The apparently up-to-date character of the library collections is explained by the fact that the catalogues would have been printed at the same time as the libraries were established. Yet, the large proportion of newly published novels, at least at the time of choosing an onboard book collection, also suggests that this was what passengers desired or what shipping companies perceived to be of interest. Ships' libraries were part of the market for entertaining fiction and a link in a larger sphere of circulating print that reached across space. In their general 46 Importantly, fiction with ocean set -
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tings or concerned with travel was also popular with readers for its themes of adventure and discovery in general, not because of its relation to the sea in particular. In his 1911 article on ships' libraries, Winter voiced the opinion that these would do well not to include any 'books of the sea', musing: 'Travellers who are not good sailors read for the purpose of forgetting where they are: while those who love the ocean for its own sake have no use of second-hand impressions'. 47 It seems Winter might have been right in his assessment; the libraries surveyed here did not contain a great number of books 'of the sea'.
Few titles in the libraries were religious or scientific works, or books that would have contributed to forms of self-improvement, a major motivation for reading in the second half of the nineteenth century. Ships' libraries did hold some bibles, prayer books and hymn books; but, presumably, travellers for whom religious reading was important brought their own texts. In the category of scientific works, the S.S. Mararoa included a copy of Pleasant Ways in Science by Richard A. Proctor, written to bring an interest in science to the general reader, while the S.S. Waikare held Charles Darwin's account of his travels on the Beagle and A. H. Miles' rather obscure title The New Standard Elocutionist.
48 Educational titles were equally rare. While some of the travel books would have provided information on different places around the world, there are no explicitly didactic titles aimed at acquiring new skills and practical knowledge. As stated earlier, these ships mostly serviced short-distance routes, and carried business and leisure travellers, less inclined and with less time on board to pursue a more serious programme of reading.
For one of the ships, the S.S. Marama, two different library catalogues have survived, detailing the holdings of the first-class, salon library and the library available to second-class passengers. These catalogues thus provide an insight into the different provisions for reading according to travelling class. Otness has speculated that, 'of course, each class had its own library because people travelling in the lower classes were not permitted to mingle with those in first class. One can imagine that the quality of the books varied with the amount of fare paid'. 49 It is not clear whether Otness' remarks about the 'quality of the books' refers to material aspects like the binding, or the content of books, but given other comments in his article about passengers' preference for light fiction (which he identifies as a sign of a 'lack of ambition in reading'), it is more likely the latter. 50 What kinds of books Otness would deem of a higher quality also remains unexplained, but presumably, he equalled higher social and socio-economic status with preferences and demands for 'higher' literature, and expected middle-and lowermiddle-class readers to be more inclined towards entertaining, middlebrow and popular fiction.
What, then, are the differences in the libraries belonging to the S.S. Marama salon and second-class libraries? First, the salon library was significantly larger and offered more choice, holdings twice as many books as the second-class library. 51 Secondly, the salon library often held multiple titles by one author, offering readers a latest release and the 'back catalogue' of the same writer. For instance, the library included three different titles by Robert Hichens, five novels by Anthony Hope, three historical romances by Stanley Weyman, three collections of short stories by William W. Jacobs, and three different historical novels by the American bestselling writer Winston Churchill. The second-class library, on the other hand, only has two titles each by Charles Dickens and George W. Appleton, all other authors are only represented by one title. Both libraries are similarly up to date, and both offer a large range of entertaining and bestselling fiction with many overlaps. Overall, the catalogues do not confirm Otness' bias in terms of literary quality, however contested that notion is.
Other small differences also existed between both libraries. The salon library held a number of reference works, from Bartlett's Dictionary of Quotations, Chambers' English Dictionary and Doe's Bridge Manual to a 'Library Atlas' and Whitaker's Almanack for 1907, none of which was available to second-class passengers. They could consult two 'Handbooks of Games', on the other hand. The salon library also included a number of children books, and its catalogue listed these separately. The children's books accounted for twenty-four titles, and included fairy tales by the Brothers Grimm, Hans Christian Andersen and an English translation of The Struwwelpeter, but consisted mostly of adventure fiction and stories of exploration, for instance James M. Oxley's account of Sir John Franklin's second overland expedition and his attempt to discover a Northwest passage through the Arctic Ocean.
52 Some of the titles could easily have been listed among the general fiction and literature sections, such as Jules Verne's Five Weeks in a Balloon or Daniel Defoe's Robinson Crusoe. 53 Other ships'
libraries also stocked such works, and thus catered to young and adolescent readers, but their catalogues were simpler affairs and did not distinguish between readers' age groups.
Readers' Tastes and Library Use
The catalogues provide information about the kind of books available on board and about the genres and titles that were deemed popular and appealing to travellers. However, catalogues as mere lists of titles do not provide any evidence of actual readers and reading practices. In the absence of borrowing records, annotations on a number of the surviving ships' libraries catalogues offer an indication of readers' use and taste. Of the twelve printed USSCo library catalogues, five were marked up by hand, identifying books that are missing or in need of repair. 54 In addition, the USSCo archives contain a number of handwritten inventories, which detail missing and damaged books for a further ten steamers' libraries.
55 Studies in the history of reading have convincingly shown how readers and their reading practices reveal themselves in the physical traces left by the act of reading: annotations and marginalia, food stains or other marks on pages, and when books were damaged and worn out through heavy use.
56 Sometimes, readers reveal themselves by transgressing expected norms of behaviour, wilfully destroying books or stealing them. Across the five libraries, for which the catalogues show inventory notes, out of 596 volumes, sixty-four books were missing at the inventory date, and a further sixty-five were in need of repair. In other words, twenty-two per cent of the library books were handled so often as to require repairs or had at least been borrowed once and not been returned. The annotations on the catalogues provide direct evidence that passengers used ships' libraries and, more importantly, they offer a tangible indication of readers' tastes, in terms of the most popular genres, authors and titles.
Fiction was the most heavily used category of books on board, correspond ing to that genre's dominance in the collections. Over eighty per cent of books that needed repair were popular, contemporary novels, in line with the borrowing patterns of readers in Australia, New Zealand and across the British world in this period. 57 In the lists of damaged books, bestselling English writer and playwright Anthony Hope occupied the top spot with five different titles. Marie Corelli, Rider Haggard and Arthur Conan Doyle closely followed, with each author's works included in almost all the libraries and several volumes badly damaged. Copies of Corelli's enormously popular The Sorrows of Satan, a Faustian novel of a destitute writer suddenly coming to wealth being befriended by a foreign aristocrat, who is in fact the Devil, which causes the writer's subsequent return to poverty, were in dire need of repair in two different libraries. 58 The works of S. R. Crocket, Margaret Deland, Charles Dickens, George Eliot, 'Iota' (Kathleen Mannington Caffyn), Lucas Malet, James Payn and Flora Steel were also in high demand, showing a preference for mystery, romance and adventure, for entertaining 'light' fiction but also for classical works of fiction that were appreciated for both their entertaining and elucidating aspects. The list printed below in the Appendix shows all authors whose books featured twice or more in the inventories of damaged books. In addition to these, works by Rolf Boldrewood (Robbery Under Arms), Guy Boothby (The Fascination of the King), Hall Caine (The Bondman), Rudyard Kipling (The Naulakha), Rosa Campbell Praed (The Romance of a Station), and William Thackeray (Vanity Fair), amongst others, also showed heavy use. Again, these were popular and entertaining works of fiction, and some-like the prominent Australian writers Rolf Boldrewood and Rosa Campbell Praed-also suggest a taste for 'local' authors and content. Overall, the lists of damaged and missing library books point to the fact that passengers travelling on trans-Tasman and transPacific liners strongly favoured entertaining fiction that contained elements of adventure, history and romance. And while they eagerly consumed the latest, 'ephemeral' fiction of the day (even perhaps years after such books had been in season), they also chose classic works of fiction, that remained favourites with many readers decades after their first publication, especially the ever popular novels by Dickens.
The suggestions of readers' tastes and practices based on the traces of use and the evidence of 'thefts' is confirmed by the occasional observations about reading practices by passengers, recorded in travel journals or letters, that go beyond the mere mention of having passed time in reading. While few such private records exist that detail the consumption of books on the relatively short trans- Tasman 60 Other passengers also noted that reading, and reading fiction, helped them through a period of physical discomfort, or at least added to a sense of comfort to being on board ship. Photographs of passengers reading on board ship often depict them sitting on deck enjoying a stretch of calm and warm weather, finding privacy in the books in their hands amongst fellow travellers.
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In the 1920s, a period slightly later than the focus of this article, ships' libraries remained strongholds of entertaining fiction. In 1921, returning from a round-the-world trip to New Zealand via Australia on board the P & O vessel S.S. Narkunda, Fred Barkas, a middle-class reader in his sixties and an avid traveller and reader throughout his life, noted how he visited the ship's library when feeling unwell, in search of some distraction. Barkas wrote in his travel diary:
A week of seediness has driven me to the ship's library in search of consolation to be got from light literature. When I was returning J. D. Beresford's 'Imperfect Mother' yesterday afternoon & looking for something less tiresome & more entertain ing, Spencer Barry was there on the same quest; I had taken down Hugh Walpole's 'The Secret City' (Petrograde, I fancy) but with the faint memory at the back of my mind of a not very attractive 'Spectator' notice-much as I've enjoyed many of Walpole's books-I was not very keen on this one, remembering his other Russian novel 'The Dark Forrest' [sic] which I didn't like at all; but I must have something to read to pass the time, and the other books of the shelves were too much of the Ethel M. Dell sort & I was about to accept 'The Secret City' when Barry came beside me & seeing I was not very satisfied offered to take 'The Secret City' & let me have Stanley Weyman's 'The Great House' instead-which he said should please me. Just as I was turning away I noticed the name E. V. Lucas on the back of a book-it was his 1920 book 'Verena in the Midst'. The notice to the reader indicated that it was a sort of sequel to the 'Scarlet Vermilion Box'-a book I'd enjoyed thoroughly, so, as we are allowed to take two books at the time, I have this one out as well as the one handed over by Barry. 62 This lengthy excerpt refers to many of the aspects of ships' libraries which the catalogues at the centre of this article have indicated: that passengers read for distraction and to pass time; and that libraries contained much enter taining fiction, including popular and 'middlebrow' titles of the day. What is more, one of the authors Barkas mentions-Stanley Weyman-was also listed in the ships' library catalogues of the USSCo with several titles a few decades earlier, suggesting that this kind of literature retained its currency with travellers into the 1920s.
Barkas' diary entries also highlight that reading on board ships was not merely a solitary affair, but a practice that brought passengers together, and the ship's library was one of the spaces to facilitate such readers' interactions. In the above-cited event, Barkas exchanged views and books with another passenger while browsing the library's collection. A few weeks later, by now travelling on board the S.S. Riviera on route from Sydney to Auckland, he recorded how he had befriended the passengers in the cabin across from his. Having noticed that 'they seemed to have a lot of books
The Libraries of Trans-Pacific Steamships 24 lying about', he was happy to borrow one from them: '"Red & Black" by Grace S. Richmond (a new author to me) which helped pass the afternoon & evening'. 63 A more detailed exploration of seaborne reading experiences as described in travellers' personal writing goes beyond the scope of this article, but these examples of passengers' engagements with books and texts, often in communal ways, are suggestive of the rich, and still mostly underexplored, cultures of print on board ships.
Conclusion
Reading formed an essential part of oceanic journeys, and as such, the nature of reading related to the purpose and nature of sea voyages. The libraries of trans-Tasman and trans-Pacific steamers discussed here reflected a desire for diversion on journeys that were reasonably short. Most passengers on board these steamers travelled for leisure or business. Their voyages were temporary, their mobility short-lived. Most books in transTasman and trans-Pacific steamer libraries at the turn of the twentieth century were works of fiction or poetry, especially 'new, high-demand, but short-life-span' popular novels; 64 very few titles offered travel advice or seemed specific to ocean voyages. Ships' libraries included few reference works and a limited selection of non-fiction titles and religious texts; their main function was diversion and entertainment. Judging by the traces of usage passengers left behind-the damaged bindings and missing volumesthis is what passengers desired, even if some of the topical fiction might have been a few seasons old. While travelling, this kind of genre fiction seemed still acceptable and remained relevant as suitable distraction and entertainment.
Passengers' reading preferences reflected the reading cultures of the places connected by these steamer lines, and pre-existing habits and tastes informed onboard reading. In their emphasis on fiction, ships' libraries were similar to circulation, subscription, and public libraries on both sides of the Tasman Sea. Onboard book collections were selected according to similar criteria as other circulating libraries-perceived readers' demand for fiction, topicality, contemporaneity, affordability and long-lasting appeal. Often, they relied on the same book-trade channels for supply, purchasing books at the suggestions of local booksellers and stocking the popular 'colonial editions'. Yet, some differences existed. Subscription and circulating libraries of this period in Australia and New Zealand continuously replenished their book collections adding new titles and new releases to their stock, some times based on suggestions by users. 65 In contrast, while it is conceivable that these ships' libraries on trans-Tasman steamers were updated with new purchases, there is no supporting evidence for this practice in the USCCo archives. In addition, shipboard borrowers had no input into the selection of books. As travellers, they were an itinerant, heterogeneous group of readers and often only one-time library users. To some extent, ships' libraries were 'frozen in time', providing a snapshot of books that were readily available and not too expensive, and deemed popular and appealing to present and future sea travellers, at a particular point in time.
For all their similarities to land-based libraries in terms of content and their obvious use predominantly for distraction and diversion, ships' libraries do offer new insights and prompt us to ask new questions. They allow us to begin thinking about reading beyond particular local or national confines, to extend the range of spaces and places historians of reading have thus far examined, and to consider the sea as a site of historical experience including reading. 66 Shipboard libraries were part of a culture of reading while on the move, like reading on trains. Yet, in contrast to the wellestablished literature on railway reading, including on the supply of books to rail travellers, we still know little about reading on board ships and while at sea. 67 There remains a lingering sentiment in contemporary observations and in diaries by sea travellers that the space of the ocean had an effect on one's state of mind, and perhaps-in addition to a general preference of readers in this period for entertaining fiction-finding oneself in the middle of the ocean added to an inclination towards 'light fiction'. As Otness summed up his thoughts about reading at sea: 'There was, and is, something about an ocean voyage that lulls people into light reading and dozing'. 68 Whether the passengers on board trans-Tasman steamships took to adventure, romance and sporting novels because they found themselves in the constantly moving, yet simultaneously never changing environment of the ocean, or because these were just the bestselling texts of the time and what libraries offered, is 
